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Abstract
Many important biological functions and processes are reflected in cell and tissue mechanical properties such as elasticity and
viscosity. However, current techniques used for measuring these properties havemajor limitations, such as that they can often not
measure inside intact cells and/or require physical contact—which cells can react to and change. Brillouin light scattering offers
the ability to measure mechanical properties in a non-contact and label-free manner inside of objects with high spatial resolution
using light, and hence has emerged as an attractive method during the past decade. This new approach, coined “Brillouin
microscopy,” which integrates highly interdisciplinary concepts from physics, engineering, and mechanobiology, has led to a
vibrant new community that has organized itself via a European funded (COST Action) network. Here we share our current
assessment and opinion of the field, as emerged from a recent dedicated workshop. In particular, we discuss the prospects towards
improved and more bio-compatible instrumentation, novel strategies to infer more accurate and quantitative mechanical mea-
surements, as well as our current view on the biomechanical interpretation of the Brillouin spectra.
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For more information, visit www.biobrillouin.eu.
This opinion paper summarizes the discussions on various topics that
were the focus of a dedicated COST Action BioBrillouin workshop of
the working groupWG3 “Instrumentation.”Themeeting took place at the
Vienna BioCenter, Vienna, Austria on Dec. 6th, 2019. Authors are listed
in alphabetical order.
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Introduction
Brillouin light scattering spectroscopy is based on the interac-
tion of light with traveling density fluctuations (acoustic
waves or “phonons”), and since its discovery almost a century
ago (Brillouin 1922) has become a widely used and highly
appreciated standard technique for studying condensed matter
systems (Dil 1982). The spectrum of the Brillouin scattered
light gives access to the mechanical properties of the sample
through the longitudinal modulus, M. Specifically, the mea-
sured so-called Brillouin frequency shift, νB, is related to the
med ium ’ s sound ve loc i ty (V ) , v i a the re l a t ion
vB = 2n/λ V sin (θ/2), where n is the material refractive index,
λ is the incident wavelength, and θ is the angle between the
incident and scattered light. The sound velocity is in turn
directly related to the elastic (“storage”) modulus of the mate-
rial through M = V/ρ2, where ρ is the mass density. On the
other hand, the width ΔB of the Brillouin spectrum is depen-
dent on the sample’s dissipative mechanical (viscous) proper-
ties (Dil 1982; Berne and Pecora 2000). Here, it is important to
note that Brillouin scattering probes the material properties in
the GHz frequency range, which is in contrast to many
existing methods currently utilized in biomechanics. This, to-
gether with the definition of the longitudinal modulus, means
that the elasticity measured by Brillouin scattering will typi-
cally assume much higher values (in the GPa range) for com-
mon (bio-) materials, compared with the widely used Young’s
modulus E (often in the kPa range). Nevertheless, recent ad-
vances in spectrometer design have opened up the possibility
of applying Brillouin spectroscopy to live biological systems
(Scarcelli and Yun 2007; Scarcelli et al. 2015). This in turn
has attracted increasing interest in the field of biomechanics,
due to its unrivaled ability to map, and thus directly “see,”
viscoelastic properties of living matter in 3D and in a non-
contact, label-free and high-resolution fashion. This is espe-
cially the case when integrated with common scanning (e.g.,
confocal) microscopes (Palombo and Fioretto 2019; Elsayad
et al. 2019; Prevedel et al. 2019). These advances have paved
the way for the emerging field of “Brillouin microscopy,”
which has already led to a wide range of applications in biol-
ogy, allowing the investigation of mechanics from the (sub-)-
cellular (Scarcelli et al. 2015; Antonacci et al. 2018; Mattana
et al. 2018; Zhang et al. n.d.) to the tissue (Elsayad et al. 2016;
Schlussler et al. 2018; Bevilacqua et al. 2019) and whole
organism scale (Pukhlyakova et al. 2018), as well as applica-
tions to medicine (e.g., (Scarcelli et al. 2012; Palombo et al.
2018; Steelman et al. 2015)). In this communication, we dis-
cuss recent progress and trends in Brillouin microscopy, with
a focus on high-speed, yet biology compatible, instrumenta-
tion. We also touch upon some best practices for extracting
accurate and quantitative results frommeasurements and share
our current view on the biomechanical interpretation of the
Brillouin spectra in complex heterogeneous systems (such as
are characteristic for biological samples).
Approaches and future prospects
for high-performance instrumentation
Current physical approaches for implementing BM can broad-
ly be divided into two categories, depending on whether the
photons scatter off spontaneous or coherently driven phonons.
The latter, which are also referred to as “stimulated” tech-
niques (ST), can in turn be divided into two categories: stim-
ulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) (Ballmann et al. 2015;
Remer and Bilenca 2016; Remer et al. 2019), which currently
employs tunable continuous-wave (cw) lasers, and impulsive
stimulated Brillouin scattering (ISBS) (Ballmann et al. 2017;
Krug et al. 2019), which is based on ultrashort pulse laser
excitation. While most realizations to date utilize spontaneous
scattering (e.g., (Scarcelli and Yun 2007; Scarponi et al.
2017)), recent technical developments in the field of SBS have
sparked considerable interest and prompted our community to
critically evaluate and discuss which of these approaches is
the most promising one in terms of desirable acquisition
speeds as well as spatial and spectral resolution, while main-
taining sample viability. In ST, an interference fringe pattern
is created within the sample via two overlapping laser (pump)
beams which excites a standing acoustic wave through
electrostriction. These stimulated “phonons” can then be
probed by spatially overlapping a frequency-tunable “probe”
laser beam. When the frequency detuning of these lasers is
around the Brillouin shift of the sample light is scattered to/
from the probe beam, resulting in stimulated Brillouin
gain/loss. Here, it is worth noting that the active stimulation
of phonons in ST can result in measured attenuation coeffi-
cients and thus linewidths which are different from those mea-
sured by spontaneous Brillouin scattering (Remer and Bilenca
2016; Krug et al. 2019). Nevertheless, stimulated techniques
offer unprecedented and exciting advantages, such as a supe-
rior spectral resolution and access to the mass density—two
properties that can in principle enable one to more accurately
distinguish different biomechanical constituents within the
measurement volume as well as to quantify the obtained spec-
tra in terms of mechanical modulus. Hence, we believe these
developments may provide future research avenues in biology
and help establish ST as a complementary method to current
approaches based on spontaneous Brillouin scattering.
Current ST implementations (Remer et al. 2019; Krug et al.
2019) however still require high laser powers and a “transmis-
sion” geometry, i.e., simultaneous optical access to the probed
region in a sample from opposite sides, which can sometimes
prove undesirable. Though the high laser powers are some-
what mitigated by the use of Near Infra-red (NIR) laser
sources (Remer et al. 2017), in current implementations these
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conditions can prove restrictive for studying non-transparent
or photosensitive samples, or for studies over extended time
periods. However, the absence of the elastic scattering signal
(background) in ST can be particularly desirable, and the very
high spectral resolution can in certain cases also prove desir-
able or essential for resolving subtle changes or features in the
Brillouin scattering spectra or distinguishing closely spaced
peaks in frequency. As such there are clear advantages as well
as caveats to ST in their current implementations. Here, it is
also worth noting that STs are at an earlier development stage
than spontaneous ones, thus dramatic improvements in the
near future can be expected. For example, current implemen-
tation of SBS uses cw lasers, and thus, their regime of opera-
tion does not fully take advantage of the non-linearity of the
stimulated process, which is recently being exploited in
pulsed-based variants. Future improvements, which have to
come hand-in-hand with more advanced lasers, might come
naturally—spontaneous BM has indeed benefited from more
than a decade of focused method developments.
Consequently, spontaneous BM is now a mature method that
has proven to be valuable in many biomedical applications. A
more quantitative assessment of the current state-of-the-art in
regard to the performance of the different approaches is pro-
vided in Table 1.
It is worth noting that, as with many optical measurement
techniques, both spontaneous and stimulated BM are subject
to common trade-offs in performance in terms of achievable
spectral precision, spatial as well as temporal resolution and
potential photodamage. In particular, in the case of consider-
able signal averaging (as for ISBS), it is important to realize
that the measurement duration increases linearly with the
number of averaged signals, but the SNR increases with the
square-root of the number of averaged signals only. As such,
when considering the representative values quoted in Table 1,
it should be kept in mind that in many cases it is possible to
e.g., increase the acquisition speed or spectral resolution, or
reduce the laser intensity, at the expenses of the other
parameters.
Strategies for properly assessing
and avoiding photodamage
Although Brillouin microscopy probes mechanical properties
in a non-contact fashion using light, the weak scattering cross
section often necessitates potentially harmful illumination in-
tensities that can range from a few mW to several hundred of
mW in some practical implementations. While BM of human
tissues has previously been Institutional Review Board (IRB)
approved for < 10mWand is currently used in clinical trials to
assess corneal biomechanics (Yun and Chernyak 2018; Shao
et al. 2019), higher laser powers or more photosensitive sam-
ples raise concerns about phototoxic effects and concomitant
alterations of biological or mechanical properties in the bio-
logical samples under investigation. Therefore, this calls for a
general consensus on best practices for assessing and avoiding
photodamage in Brillouin microscopy. In this direction, it is
our current standpoint that better experimental design and
more stringent controls are needed, as cellular mechanics are
susceptible to changes on the sub-second time scale and
Table 1 Current performance parameters for major variants of Brillouin
microscopy implementations. All parameters were obtained on water
samples, except (Krug et al. 2019), and from references or supplied and
updated by the respective authors. ISBS, impulsive stimulated Brillouin
scattering; VIPA, virtually imaged phase array; TFPI, tandem multi-pass
Fabry-Pérot interferometer. Dwell time for ISBS represents effective
measurement time for (Krug et al. 2019). Relative precision is defined
as the ratio of the instrument’s precision to typical Brillouin shifts mea-
sured (e.g., water). Optical resolution refers to the extent of the optical
measurement volume (point spread function, PSF). Linewidth fidelity
refers to the ability and accuracy of estimating the “true” linewidth from
the raw spectral data. For techniques with more than one reference listed,
the quoted values are taken from the references marked “*”. Linewidth
fidelity ranges from x=low to xxx=high for clarity
Technique Spectral
resolution
(MHz)
Dwell
time/pixel
(ms)
Power at
sample (mW)/
effective NA
Precision
(MHz)
Relative
precision
Optical
resolution
(x/z, μm)
Linewidth
fidelity
SBS (Remer and Bilenca 2016)* (Remer et al. 2019)**
(Ballmann et al. 2015; Remer et al. 2017) 780 nm
~ 30–100 2–20 265/0.25–0.7 12 0.002 0.8 × 16* xxx
0.3 × 2**
ISBS (Krug et al. 2019)* (Ballmann et al. 2017)
532/780/895 nm hydrogel
3–6 0.1 35/0.025 0.4 0.005 10 × 230 xxx
Confocal VIPA (Scarcelli et al. 2015)* (Elsayad et al. 2016;
Bevilacqua et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2017; Antonacci and
Braakman 2016) 532 nm
600 50 11/0.6 10.0 0.001 0.25 × 0.7 xx
Confocal VIPA (Nikolic and Scarcelli 2019) 660 nm 500 20 61/0.95 8.0 0.002 0.5 × 2 xx
In vivo confocal VIPA (Schlussler et al. 2018; Besner et al.
2016)* 780 nm
600 200 2 /0.1 16.0 0.003 4 × 60 xx
Line-scan VIPA (Zhang et al. 2016) 532 nm 470 < 1 100/0.1 10 0.002 3.3 × 18 x
Confocal TFPI (Mattana et al. 2018)* (Caponi et al. 2001)
532 nm
~ 100 > 1000 < 3.5/1.2 < 10 0.001 0.5 × 8 xx
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therefore damage can occur during typical image acquisition
times. In designing proper imaging experiments, it is impor-
tant to critically consider the overall illumination dosage, i.e.,
intensity × time, which has been shown to be themain variable
affecting phototoxicity (Icha et al. 2017). Furthermore, laser
illumination wavelength plays a considerable role, with NIR
illumination being better tolerated than the widely used
532 nm laser line. At present, it seems that currently available
laser lines such as 660 nm (Nikolic and Scarcelli 2019) and
780 nm (Schlussler et al. 2018) provide an acceptable com-
promise between having a reduced Brillouin scattering cross
section while benefitting from minimized risk of
photodamage. In some sense, there are obvious parallels to
the field of optical trapping as introduced by Arthur Ashkin
in the 1970s. After first using 514 nm Argon ion lasers for
trapping glass beads, when moving towards biological sam-
ples Ashkin soon realized that this wavelength leads to cell
“opticution,”which was later avoided by resorting to 1060 nm
Nd:YAG lasers (Ashkin et al. 1987). More systematic inves-
tigations are however needed to obtain a better quantitative
understanding of the influence of illumination wavelength,
dosage, cw vs. pulsed laser, etc. for standardized samples.
This must go hand-in-hand with more stringent and standard-
ized controls of cell viability, such as well-controlled environ-
mental conditions (in particular temperature, preferably
37 °C), the use of established markers for cell death (Trypan
Blue, Propidium Iodide, Annexin V) and/or post-experimental
quantifications of cell viability (cell cycle duration, growth
rates, or ultimately, single-cell RNA sequencing).
Community experience further indicates that single cells are
more vulnerable to phototoxicity than entire tissues or living
organisms, as larger samples can plausibly dissipate heat more
efficiently into their surroundings. While this suggests that a
“one size fits all” approach may not always be desirable, an
overall better understanding of the involved absorption pro-
cesses and photochemistry are direly needed to develop clear
guidelines for quantitatively assessing and avoiding
photodamage or other adverse phototoxic effects in Brillouin
microscopy. Similar efforts and approaches as currently being
used for fluorescence live cell imaging (Icha et al. 2017) might
provide a good starting point.
Spatial resolution in Brillouin microscopy
The achievable spatial resolution in Brillouin microscopy de-
pends on system parameters such as the optical geometry and
the illumination and collection NAs, as well as on intrinsic
material properties including the phonon propagation length
and the homogeneity of the sample. In some cases, these in-
trinsic material properties dominate over the optical diffrac-
tion limit and therefore impose a fundamental threshold on the
achievable and meaningful spatial resolution of a Brillouin
imaging system. As a result, there is no straightforward defi-
nition of the spatial resolution limit and care must be taken
when analyzing highly heterogeneous biological samples,
such as cells and tissues.
One of the first aspects that needs to be considered in an
attempt of maximizing the transverse (lateral) spatial resolu-
tion in BM is the inherent spectral broadening caused by the
finite numerical aperture (NA) of the illumination and detec-
tion lenses (Antonacci et al. 2013). High NA optics introduce
a wide range of scattering wavevectors resulting in broadened
and distorted Brillouin peaks (Antonacci et al. 2013). An ad-
ditional non-trivial broadening can also result from the anisot-
ropy in acoustic wave velocity over the probed angles
(Elsayad et al. 2020). While the contribution from inherent
finite-NA broadening may be accounted for in post-
processing steps, the effect of anisotropy poses an additional
problem as it requires a priori knowledge of the measured
parameters. In orthogonal scattering configuration (θ = 90°)
the inherent broadening is more pronounced and may lead
(especially for high-loss low-storage modulus materials) to a
spectral overlap between Brillouin and Rayleigh peaks (which
are detected in spontaneous BM), while in backscattering ge-
ometry (θ = 180°) it is less pronounced and the intrinsic
Brillouin line-shape can more readily be recovered upon
deconvolution of the instrumental response function
(Mattana et al. 2018). From a practical perspective, these
broadening effects also have to be seen in the context of typ-
ical biological materials where the natural linewidth is in the
range of several hundred MHz.
For epi-detection geometry and low NA, in the ideal case
of homogeneous and isotropic material, the transverse spatial
resolution from a purely optical perspective is dictated by the
system’s effective point spread function (PSF) given by the
convolution of the illumination and collection PSFs
(Antonacci 2017). However, other important aspects must be
taken into account when considering (mechanically) hetero-
geneous materials. Here, both the phonon wavelength and
propagation length l = Vτ, defined by the acoustic velocity V
and the phonon lifetime τ, play an important role. Critically,
different cellular biomolecules or compartments (e.g., organ-
elles or lipid membranes) can give rise to an effective phonon
propagation length (which is typically of the order of a few
microns in liquids (Damzen et al. 2003)) that may be signifi-
cantly longer than the size of the system’s optical PSF
(Prevedel et al. 2019). Conceptually, one can think of this as
implying that the acoustic phonons both originate from, and
extend into, regions outside of the optical scattering volume
(defined by the optical PSF) and thus contribute to high NA
measurements. However, given the causal dependence be-
tween the real and imaginary parts of a material’s response
function, these two length scales can in general not be consid-
ered independent. Observation of a reduced transverse resolu-
tion for the longitudinal modulus has indeed been reported in
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correlative Raman (Silvia Caponi and Mattarelli 2020) and
fluorescence measurements (Elsayad et al. 2016), the latter
two being molecular processes that are subject to the classical
diffraction-limited optical resolution. While more rigorous
studies are still required to quantify the dependence of the
spatial resolution on the material’s parameters, these recent
works suggest that the transverse spatial resolution can intri-
cately depend on the nature of the acoustic impedance mis-
matches at (acoustic) boundaries also in the vicinity of the
optical PSF. This would imply a material-specific transverse
resolution that depends not only on the phonon velocity but
also on the associated phonon attenuation length for finite-NA
measurements. Finally, it should be noted that in general the
scale of spatial heterogeneities in relation to the characteristic
acoustic length scales may also become critical, resulting in
finite size/resonance effects and potentially throwing into
question the validity of effective medium approximations.
While the current opinion is that the transverse resolution
can be approximated by the optical resolution, it is still being
debated to what extent and in what precise manner regions
outside the optical probing volume may contribute. This is a
topic currently being actively investigated by the community.
Additional considerations must also be made for the axial
spatial resolution in an epi-detection confocal setup, which in
conventional diffraction-limited confocal microscopes can be
up to a few μm. In a perfectly homogeneous and isotropic
material, if the phonon propagation length is shorter than the
axial extent of the scattering volume (i.e., l < PSFz) then the
natural Brillouin linewidth can be inferred (upon
deconvolution of the instrumental response function). On the
other hand, if the axial extent of the scattering volume is
shorter than the phonon propagation length (i.e., PSFz < l),
the detected signal will originate from a damped acoustic
wave of a similar nature to that of a truncated Bragg grating.
This would result in an additional broadening of the Brillouin
peak (following the analogous logic that decreasing the num-
ber of grating elements in a dispersion grating negatively af-
fects the spectral resolution). In our opinion, such a broaden-
ing should not represent a fundamental obstacle when evalu-
ating the real part of the longitudinal (storage) modulusM’ as
the Brillouin frequency shift would still be obtained with rel-
atively high precision and sensitivity by standard curve fitting.
Nevertheless, an accurate measure of the imaginary part of the
longitudinal (loss) modulus M” would be compromised even
in a homogeneous sample since knowledge of the PSFz in
relation to the phonon propagation length would be required
to correctly extract the latter. Other similar considerations and
constraints as for the transverse resolution (see above) can also
be expected to apply to the axial resolution in BM.
In summary, a complete rigorous definition of the
mechanical spatial resolution in Brillouin microscopes re-
quires knowledge of the system’s effective NA, the phonon
wavelength and propagation length, as well as the
heterogeneity and anisotropy of the sample under investiga-
tion. While the pure instrumental broadening due to the sys-
tem NA can be corrected for by suitable deconvolution, other
sources of broadening will be more complex and can impose a
fundamental, and in some cases restrictive, limit on the
achievable spatial resolution. Ideally, we recommend to assess
or measure spatial resolution in a sample-specific and case-by-
case basis, and not to refer to purely optical parameters or
measurements in other samples or media.
Quantitative measurements
of the longitudinal modulus
The measured Brillouin frequency shift does not only depend
on the longitudinal elastic modulusM of the specimen but also
on its refractive index (RI) and density. Therefore, measure-
ment of the local RI and density for the Brillouin probed
volume within a sample is also needed to provide accurate
viscoelastic properties of the biological samples. Recently,
optical diffraction tomography (ODT) has emerged as a pow-
erful technique for quantifying the local RI distribution in
biological samples with a high spatial and temporal resolution
by measuring the optical phase delay from various illumina-
tion angles (Sung et al. 2009; Abuhattum et al. 2018). A com-
bined BM-ODT setup can extract longitudinal modulus by
correlative analysis of the Brillouin frequency shift and RI
distribution in the sample. Alternatively, two co-localized
Brillouin scattering measurements at different scattering an-
gles can also be used to decouple the local RI distribution from
the Brillouin shift within the same probed confocal volume,
albeit at currently lower spatial resolution (Fiore et al. 2019).
For the most part in biological samples, the RI is linearly
proportional to the dry mass density, i.e., the density of the
nonaqueous components (Barer 1952; Popescu et al. 2008). If
the sample is considered as a binary mixture of a dry and a
fluid fraction, the water content and absolute density of the
specimen can also be determined from RI measurements
(Schlussler et al. 2018). This approach can provide a reliable
estimation of the density for samples containing high water
fractions, e.g., zebrafish larvae (which gives a < 4% overesti-
mation of the density). Alternatively, SBS microscopy can
assess the mass density via measurements of the Brillouin
peak gain, provided knowledge about the RI of the sample
(Remer and Bilenca 2016). As the RI of most biological sam-
ples lies within the range of n ~ 1.35–1.4, while the surround-
ing aqueous medium typically has n = 1.33 (Liu et al. 2016),
taking into account the actual RI distribution does not signif-
icantly affect the calculation of longitudinal modulus (typical-
ly by < 5%). However, it is still necessary to consider the local
RI and density distribution of biological samples which may
display significant spatial RI heterogeneity due to, e.g., under-
lying phase transitions or interfaces. An example is lipid
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droplets in adipocytes consisting of triglycerides and
cholesteryl esters, which exhibit a high RI (n~1.46) (Yanina
et al. 2018) but a low mass density, and would require differ-
ent relations for deducing the mass density from the measured
RI. Since the abundance, and thus the mass density, of lipids
can be obtained from the Raman scattering intensity (Oh et al.
2019) for instance, combined Brillouin and Raman microsco-
py (Palombo et al. 2018; Traverso et al. 2015) may also po-
tentially be applied for correlative studies of the Brillouin shift
and the mass density in the case of lipid-rich samples.
How sample hydration impacts the Brillouin
spectrum
Early work has determined that Brillouin spectroscopy can
probe the complete elasticity tensor and mechanical anisotro-
py of protein fibers (Randall et al. 1979; Cusack and Miller
1979; Cusack and Lees 1984; Palombo et al. 2014; Edginton
et al. 2016; Koski et al. 2013) and has shown that the longi-
tudinal modulus is a few orders of magnitude higher than the
moduli derived from classical biophysical approaches. This
discrepancy is thought to arise from the different spatial and
temporal scales of the two measurements (at high and low
frequencies), as well as from the different types of moduli,
i.e., longitudinal modulus vs. shear and Young’s moduli that
are more widely used in biophysics and assumed to represent
the “stiffness” or “rigidity” (Prevedel et al. 2019; Edginton
et al. 2018; Silvia Caponi and Cavalleri 2019; Andriotis
et al. 2019). However, the contribution of water to both tissue
biomechanics and the Brillouin spectrum is a complicating
factor. The former can be explained by pore-elastic models
(Mow et al. 1999; Frantz et al. 2010; Margueritat et al.
2019), while the latter is still a subject of debate as to whether
in highly hydrated fluids, simulating some aspects of the cell
cytoplasm, the frequency shift of the Brillouin peak is deter-
mined by modes generated in the water phase (Adichtchev
et al. 2019; Wu et al. 2018).
To evaluate the biophysical significance of the information
content of the Brillouin spectrum, a recent study has investi-
gated gelatin hydrogels (made of denatured type-I collagen),
which are model systems derived from collagen, the most
ubiquitous structural protein, and comparable with real tissue
samples (Bailey et al. 2019). These gels are homogenous on
the phonon wavelength scale, have no hierarchical structure,
and their physical properties can be tuned by varying the
polymer concentration in order to reproduce the various bio-
logical states of matter, ranging from the liquid to the gel and
the glassy phase. By reducing the water content, a transition
from the liquid phase (low elastic modulus) to the solid phase
(high elastic modulus) is revealed in the frequency dispersion
and the associated maximum in the linewidth of the Brillouin
peak. This liquid–glass transition drives the system towards
the solid-like behavior typical of many tissues such as carti-
lage, tendon, and bone. These results demonstrate that the
Brillouin parameters of gelatin hydrogels as model systems
for protein networks are dominated by the interaction of solute
with the solvent relaxation dynamics and that Brillouin spec-
troscopy is a unique probe of micromechanics of biological
systems with important applications in biology, engineering,
physical and medical sciences.
Approaches to data analysis
Challenges associated with spectral data analysis in Brillouin
microscopy have also emerged over the last decade. In most
physics and material science applications, one typically does
not deal with compromised photon statistics and wavevector-
dependent broadening, and as such routine curve fitting ap-
proaches with analytical functions are straightforward. In the
case of effectively homogeneous regions within biological
samples probed with sufficient acquisition times and defined
scattering wavevectors, routine deconvolution of the instru-
mental response function with fitting algorithms based on
Lorentzian or Damped Harmonic Oscillator (DHO) functions
will in general be valid. However, probing complex spatially
heterogeneous biological samples with high spatial and tem-
poral resolution can lead to a number of data analysis prob-
lems. These can be roughly categorized as beingmainly due to
(1) compromised photon statistics and (2) multiple Brillouin
sub-peak contributions.
Case (1) can be seen as an inevitable consequence of high-
speed BM when employing minimum laser illumination, as is
desirable for studying dynamic biological processes and min-
imizing phototoxic effects. Given that the (spontaneous)
Brillouin cross section is inherently small, this problem will
exist for BM to different degrees in any live cell imaging
application. The problem of assessing the frequency shift of
a Brillouin peak amid different noise sources is conceptually
the same as that encountered in localization fluorescence mi-
croscopy, and similar experimental and data analysis guide-
lines may thus be followed (e.g., mapping the peaks to corre-
spond to 2–3 pixels on the detector array). In this regard,
specific “denoising” approaches based on maximum entropy
reconstruction and wavelet analysis have been shown to also
be effective for analysis of poor signal-to-noise Brillouin scat-
tering spectra (Xiang et al. 2020), for which practical limits on
the extractable information can be derived (Török and
Foreman 2019). An alternative approach, which is yet to be
demonstrated for BM but likely holds considerable potential,
involves denoising by convolution of the spectrum with a
Lorentzian function (Farahani et al. 2011).
Case (2) arises when one deals with a spectrum that is a
superposition of an unknown number of Brillouin peaks of
unknown linewidths. This may arise for several reasons—
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see section “Spatial resolution in Brillouin microscopy”
above, but also (Mattana et al. 2018; Prevedel et al. 2019;
Mattana et al. 2017). Standard curve fitting with few con-
straints, especially in the presence of noise, can become chal-
lenging or impossible in this scenario. Over the last couple of
years a few different approaches, largely taken from fields that
face similar challenges, have been implemented to address this
limitation. From the realm of hyperspectral imaging, an ap-
proach based on Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF)
has been shown to be very effective in decomposing
Brillouin peaks of heterogeneous samples with careful consid-
eration of the relevant length scales (Palombo et al. 2018). An
approach based on Spectral Moment Analysis (SMA)—fre-
quently employed for the analysis of Raman spectra—has
been shown to be a rapid alternative for plotting an average
intensity and frequency shift frommultiple peak contributions
without recurring to lengthy curve fitting analyses (Fioretto
et al. 2019). Finally, an approach routinely applied for the
analysis of statistically compromised or complex multi-
component time-resolved fluorescence lifetime data, which
makes use of spectral phasors, has proved to be beneficial
for the analysis of noisy multi-component Brillouin spectra,
allowing for virtually real-time analysis and straightforward
spectral deconvolution (Elsayad 2019). A common thread in
the above approaches is that they require little a priori knowl-
edge of the true Brillouin spectral shape, and in some cases
can provide an analytical representation of both the peak po-
sitions and linewidths. It remains to be seen if and to what
extent these alternative data analysis methods will ultimately
prove desirable, with the optimum approach likely also de-
pending on the nature of the dataset and the information one
wishes to extract. It is, however, clear that the above described
problems of compromised photon statistics and complex spec-
tral profiles and the need for improved and faster data analysis
approaches will become more stringent as the community
strives to realize the next generation BM instruments with
improved temporal, spectral, and/or spatial resolution.
Several additional challenges in regard to data analysis
were also identified which include spectral broadening (due
to measurement geometry, multiple scattering, etc.) and opti-
mum treatment of the spectra in the vicinity of acoustic bound-
aries (see section “Spatial resolution in Brillouin microscopy”
above) as well as of structures with critical geometric sizes in
relation to the relevant acoustic scales. While for the latter the
challenges are more formidable and have yet to be rigorously
addressed in the context of BM in biological systems, the
former is more readily addressable with due diligence, i.e.,
explicitly accounting for the wavevector-dependent (finite
NA) broadening (Antonacci et al. 2013), in addition to that
of the instrumental/sample-specific and inhomogeneous
broadening. Given that the effective viscosity, as measured
by the Brillouin linewidth, is becoming increasingly interest-
ing as a parameter for uncovering the nature of phase
transitions, e.g., (Antonacci et al. 2018) (see also discussion
of the effect of hydration above) as well as for medical diag-
nostics and prognostics e.g., (Margueritat et al. 2019), extra
attention should be paid to correctly account for all potential
broadening effects when analyzing and interpreting complex
Brillouin spectra.
A new standardized unit to report frequency
shift
There is significant variability in the literature regarding the
quantities and symbols used to present the results of BM stud-
ies. For the measured spectral shift of the Brillouin peak (often
simply called the “Brillouin shift” or “Brillouin frequency
shift”) the symbols ω, Δω, Ω, ΔΩ, v, Δv, and f, often ac-
companied by the subscript “B”—for Brillouin, or “S”
(“AS”)—for Stokes (anti-Stokes), have all been used to vary-
ing degrees. Among the participants of the meeting, it was
agreed that when possible the symbol vB (nu-B) will be used
to describe the Brillouin frequency shift whenever possible, in
an attempt to introduce homogeneity in the expanding
literature.
A more pressing issue concerns the reported parameters of
BM measurements. While vB is typically the “raw” measured
parameter, which is ideally independent of any additional
sample- or instrument-specific assumptions, there are disad-
vantages in reporting only this value, which include the fol-
lowing: (1) Given its name and dimensionality, it may seem
counterintuitive to those unfamiliar with the field that νB will
contain information associated with the mechanical proper-
ties. (2) A potentially undesirable aspect of reporting only
νB is that (at least in spontaneous BM) it will scale inversely
with the incident laser wavelength. Given the different laser
wavelengths used for BM (see above), this inhibits any quick
off-the-cuff comparison between values obtained for similar
samples in different setups or laboratories.
In light of the above, we propose to report a normalized
Brillouin frequency shift which can be used to more readily
compare measurements on different systems and to relate the
measured mechanics to a common material. This parameter
should ideally account for the laser wavelength, yet does not
require many additional measurements or assumptions, such
that it can be easily and broadly adopted. In particular, the
dimensionless quantity νB (nu-B-bar) is proposed, defined as
νB ¼ νB=ν Wð ÞB −1. Here νB is the measured Brillouin frequen-
cy shift in the sample/region of interest and ν Wð ÞB is the
Brillouin frequency shift of distilled water measured using
the same setup under the same thermodynamic conditions as
those for the sample. νB will by construction be independent
of the laser wavelength used and will to a first approximation
correct for the dependence on experimental conditions such as
Biophys Rev
temperature in hydrated materials. Given the sensitivity of the
Brillouin spectra to sample hydration (see above) and that
water constitutes a significant volume fraction (~70%) of bi-
ological samples (as well as typically representing the calibra-
tion standard and the “background” signal in live cell studies),
expressing the relative deviation of the Brillouin frequency
shift from that of water is seen as being both insightful and
intuitive. νB will be dimensionless and can be expected to
have a value larger than 0 in most biological samples. It is
proposed that the dimensionless parameter νB can be referred
to as the Brillouin elastic contrast, to reflect both the means by
which it was measured, the information it conveys, and the
motivation behind it. Analogously and by the same argu-
ments, a normalized Brillouin linewidth (or Brillouin viscous
contrast) may also be defined as: ΓB ¼ ΓB=Γ Wð ÞB −1, where ΓB
and Γ Wð ÞB are the measured linewidths (following
deconvolution of the instrumental response function, etc.).
Finally, an additional important aspect from a practical per-
spective in regard to standardization concerns the calibration
of spectrometers. This is not always trivial given the very
small spectral shifts that are of interest and the associated
sensitivity of the instruments. Typically, in imaging spectrom-
eters, the spectra of several calibration standards are taken to
suitably scale the dispersion axis of the spectral projection
according to an assumed functional dependence of the projec-
tion that is calculated for the particular optics in place. Given
the sensitivity of the BM spectra to thermodynamic conditions
and optical alignment, it is important that such calibration
protocols are well described for each study to avoid and be
able to account for any systematic errors when comparing
measurements in different laboratories or at different time
points. While we hope that introduction of a standardized unit
(such as the one described above) can help mitigate systemat-
ic, as well as to some degree thermodynamic, differences be-
tween studies, this should not be seen as relaxing the require-
ment for frequent calibration/recalibration, especially in the
case of imaging spectrometers.
In summary, although there have been many important
technical advances over the last decade that have opened up
the possibility of using BM to study many diverse live biolog-
ical samples, it is also clear that there are many challenges still
ahead. As instrumentation continues to improve and more
diverse biological systems are studied and understood, addi-
tional challenges and questions will no doubt emerge. The
views expressed in this communication represent the current
status quo and understood best practices in the use of BM for
biomedical studies. It is hoped that, following these sugges-
tions will lead to a reduction of confusion in the approach,
terminology, and interpretation of results, which are often
found when exploring a nascent field in science.
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